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Snape
In this revised and updated biography, Maureen Paton encompasses the private, professional
and political life of this most enigmatic, charismatic and intensely private of actors.

Harry Potter Film Wizardry: Updated Edition
Drawn from the Mugglenet.com fan site, offers opposing viewpoints on what should have
happened versus what did happen in the Harry Potter series.

Mugglenet.com's Harry Potter Should Have Died
Journey through every Hogwarts professor's teaching style. - Can a werewolf teach effective
lessons about monsters? - Will prophecies of death put a damper on your class environment? Can a wizarding celebrity learn to put his students before himself? - Is the Dark Lord on the
back of your head technically your co-teacher? Education books are often filled with stories of
success, charity and perfection. But they fail to capture the true nature of teaching-it's messy.
In The Magical Teachers of Harry Potter, you'll take a journey through every Hogwarts
professor's teaching style and compare their experiences with the successes and-more
importantly-the failures teachers experience inside a muggle classroom. This is where
analyzing fictional characters gives a distinct advantage. Inside these pages are lessons from
teachers you won't find in any other education book, including a half-giant who is too insecure
to share his passion for magical creatures, a ghost who puts students to sleep, a Death Eater
who gives surprisingly great career advice and a toad-like woman who abuses her students.
What better way to grow as a teacher than to learn from these familiar professors' strengths
and weaknesses? But this book is not just for educators. Any Harry Potter fan can appreciate
reading more about the Hogwarts teachers who have already taught us so much. Harry's
professors show us there isn't just one spell you can cast to become a perfect teacher-every
day muggle teachers of all kinds bring true magic into their classrooms.

A Journey Through Potions and Herbology
Explore the cunning house of Slytherin with this collectible tiny art book featuring facts and art
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from the Harry Potter films. Go behind the scenes of the beloved Harry Potter films and
discover all things Slytherin! Meet famous—and infamous—students and staff, explore key
locations like the Chamber of Secrets, and learn everything there is to know about the house
known for its cunning, ambition, and connection to the Dark Arts. One of a new line of
collectible pocket-size art books on the Harry Potter films, this book about Slytherin house
features exciting artwork and behind-the-scenes facts in a fun, readable miniature size. Fans
can choose their favorites or collect them all!

Harry Potter: Slytherin (Tiny Book)
When their mother's dark secrets come back to haunt them, will it bring them together or tear
them apart?La Pierre, Louisiana had never seen anything like Maeve Blanchard, and they
never will again. After 75 years, five husbands, four daughters, and one bootleg whiskey ring,
Maeve has finally been called home to be with the Lordor with someone, somewhere, at any
rate.But while Maeve took her impending demise in stride, her four girls have had their worlds
turned upside down. There's 54 year-old Lena, Maeve's love-child who left home at sixteen to
get away from the stain of her mother's wild life and never looked back. Kate, who married far
too young and lost herself somewhere along the way. Sasha, who has followed in her mother's
high-heeled footsteps and is forced to come face to face with the demons from her past. And
Maggie, Maeve's niece who she raised as her own.Despite the complex relationships they
shared with their mother in life, Maeve's girls each need to make their peace with her in death,
and they're finally ready to come home to La Pierre to do it. The only question now is whether
La Pierre is ready for themThis book is a family saga with deeply emotional themes and
situations that some might find triggering. For readers of Liane Moriarty (Big Little Lies),
Danielle Steele, Sandra Brown, Iris Johansen, Debbie Macomber, and Fern Michaels.

A Journey Through Care of Magical Creatures
Discover the brooms of the Wizarding World in this gorgeous sequel to the best-selling Harry
Potter: The Wand Collection. Every broom has a story of its own. In the Harry Potter films,
wizarding broomsticks are magical artifacts that enable their riders to soar from one place to
another. They can be used to dodge dragons, escape Death Eaters and other Dark forces, or
take to the skies for an action-packed Quidditch match. Harry Potter: The Broom Collection is a
visual guide to these magical artifacts, their makers, and their riders. Profiles of each broom
feature stunning new illustrations of the original props, insights from cast and crew, and other
filmmaking secrets from the Warner Bros. archive. Also included are fascinating entries on
Quidditch, illustrated with prop photography and concept art, with profiles on everything from
the Golden Snitch to the Quidditch World Cup. This collectible volume is an ideal resource,
both for veteran fans seeking to learn the history behind these beloved items and for a new
generation just beginning their journey into the wizarding world.

Literary Allusion in Harry Potter
This non-fiction short-form eBook features content which is adapted from the audiobook Harry
Potter: A History of Magic - inspired by the British Library exhibition of the same name. How to
become invisible, to make someone fall in love with you, to transform into another creature:
these are all things that people have believed in, yearned for, or feared, throughout history.
Spells and charms have captured the imagination for hundreds of years. Warding off evil is
also something that has concerned people throughout history. From werewolves to all manner
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of snakes in the wizarding world, you'd learn how to face a number of strange and frightening
forces in Defence Against the Dark Arts classes. This eBook short examines the colourful
characters and curious incidents of the real history of magic, and how they relate to the
Hogwarts lesson subjects of Charms and Defence Against the Dark Arts. The history of magic
is as long as time and as wide as the world. In every culture, in every age, in every place and,
probably, in every heart, there is magic.

The Ultimate Harry Potter and Philosophy
In The Silent Sister, Riley MacPherson has spent her entire life believing that her older sister
Lisa committed suicide as a teenager. Now, over twenty years later, her father has passed
away and she's in New Bern, North Carolina cleaning out his house when she finds evidence
to the contrary. Lisa is alive. Alive and living under a new identity. But why exactly was she on
the run all those years ago, and what secrets are being kept now? As Riley works to uncover
the truth, her discoveries will put into question everything she thought she knew about her
family. Riley must decide what the past means for her present, and what she will do with her
newfound reality, in this engrossing New York Times bestselling mystery from Diane
Chamberlain.

The Lexicon
Humanity is threatened by it’s own monstrous children in this controversial fantasy novel from
the New York Times–bestselling author. Killing children is an ugly business, but the alternative
is so much uglier. Abner Slate just watched his five-year-old daughter, Olive, kill his wife and
son. Olive is a sopath. Born without souls, sopaths are children who will lie, cheat, rape, and
murder to get what they want. There’s one in every family these days, destroying America’s
heartland from within. After murdering his daughter in self-defense, Abner is taken in by a
secret network of sopath victims called Pariah. Through Pariah, he meets other sopath victims
who band together to form a temporary nuclear family. But the sopath threat is getting worse,
and soon their quaint little neighborhood is overrun by murderous, drug-running children. Now,
on a mission for Pariah, Abner and his makeshift family must travel across the country to a
mysterious town that contains a secret powerful enough to stop the sopath crisis. Instead, they
find the most seductive and ruthless sopath of all. Her name is Autopsy, and she would like to
add Abner to her slave collection. The old morality is dead. Now the sopaths will stalk the
Earth.

The Dinosaur Four
This non-fiction short-form eBook features content which is adapted from the audiobook Harry
Potter: A History of Magic - inspired by the British Library exhibition of the same name. Potions
have been made for thousands of years - associated with bubbling pots and mysterious
ingredients, they have been brewed to make medicines, drugs and poisons. Harry Potter
became much better at Potions with a little help from the Half-Blood Prince. Plants have also
been important components of medicines as much as myth-making and magic. A source of
danger as well as a means of overcoming obstacles, Herbology was a subject which had a
major bearing on Harry's key decisions and mistakes in the wizarding world. This eBook short
examines the colourful characters and curious incidents of the real history of magic, and how
they relate to the Hogwarts lesson subjects of Potions and Herbology. The history of magic is
as long as time and as wide as the world. In every culture, in every age, in every place and,
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probably, in every heart, there is magic.

Specials
A philosophical exploration of the entire seven-book Harry Potter series Harry Potter has been
heralded as one of the most popular book series of all time and the philosophical nature of
Harry, Hermione, and Ron's quest to rid the world of its ultimate evil is one of the many things
that make this series special. The Ultimate Harry Potter and Philosophy covers all seven titles
in J.K. Rowling's groundbreaking series and takes fans back to Godric's Hollow to discuss life
after death, to consider what moral reasoning drove Harry to choose death, and to debate
whether Sirius Black is a man or a dog. With publication timed to coincide with the release of
the movie Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows (Part 1), this book will be the definitive guide
for all fans looking to appreciate the series on a deeper level. Covers a range of intriguing
topics such as the redemption of Severus Snape, the power of love, and destiny in the
wizarding world Gives you a new perspective on Harry Potter characters, plot lines, and
themes Makes a perfect companion to the Harry Potter books and movies Packed with
interesting ideas and insights, The Ultimate Harry Potter and Philosophy is an ideal companion
for anyone interested in unraveling the subtext and exploring the greater issues at work in the
story.

Alan Rickman: The Unauthorised Biography
They came for the coffee and wound up in the Cretaceous. A ticking sound fills the air as Tim
MacGregor enters The Daily Edition Cafe, hoping to meet his new girlfriend for coffee.
Moments later, a chunk of building is transported 67 million years back in time, along with
everyone inside. Ten unlikely companions find themselves in a world of dinosaurs and
prehistoric reptiles. Several survivors compete for leadership as they search for a way home,
while one member of the group plots to keep them all trapped in the past"

The Life and Lies of Albus Percival Wulfric Brian Dumbledore
To understand the story behind the stories, Granger introduces the themes and patterns J.K.
This book is for "serious readers" but Granger writes in a very entertaining style.

The Flawed Master
Presents essays that examine political issues in the Harry Potter series including bureaucracy,
race relations, postcolonialism, human rights, and terrorism.

Harry Potter
The Keepers, a race of people with magical abilities, are seeking a supposedly-dead princess
to place on the throne to end political turmoil but girls who look like the princess are being
murdered and Johanna Von Arlo, forced to work for Lord Rafael DeSilva after her father's
suspicious death, is a dead-ringer. Simultaneous eBook.

Harry Potter: The Dark Arts (Tiny Book)
Whether you are a longtime journal keeper or someone who has never kept a journal at all, this
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book will help you go below the surface of your life with God. It is not about the art of writing,
but about how journaling can form us spiritually. Every chapter combines descriptive text,
illustrations from journals and the author's own experience with journaling practices integrated
along the way to help you bring your own life and world into sharper focus. God wants to
surprise you with the beauty of your own life, growing and alive, filled with movement, light and
shadow. This is the book to do just that.

Harry Potter for Nerds
Unlock new information about your favourite characters from the Harry Potter movies with this
definitive coffee table book profiling the good, the bad, and everything in between. Concept art,
behind-the-scenes imagery, and film stills track everyone from Harry, Hermione and Ron to
Dobby, Mad-Eye Moody and Dolores Umbridge, telling their complete stories as they evolve
throughout the film series. The ultimate Harry Potter character overview.

The Silent Sister
The fastest growing realization everywhere is that humanity can't go on the way it is going.
Indeed, the great fear is we're entering endgame where we appear to have lost the race
between self-destruction and self-discovery--the race to find the psychologically relieving
understanding of our 'good and evil'-afflicted human condition. WELL, ASTONISHING AS IT
IS, THIS BOOK BY AUSTRALIAN BIOLOGIST JEREMY GRIFFITH PRESENTS THE 11TH
HOUR BREAKTHROUGH BIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF THE HUMAN CONDITION
NECESSARY FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL REHABILITATION AND TRANSFORMATION OF
OUR SPECIES!The culmination of 40 years of studying and writing about our species'
psychosis, FREEDOM delivers nothing less than the holy grail of insight we have needed to
free ourselves from the human condition. It is, in short, as Professor Harry Prosen, a former
president of the Canadian Psychiatric Association, asserts in his Introduction, 'THE BOOK
THAT SAVES THE WORLD!'.Griffith has been able to venture right to the bottom of the dark
depths of what it is to be human and return with the fully accountable, true explanation of our
seemingly imperfect lives. At long last we have the redeeming and thus transforming
understanding of human behaviour! And with that explanation found all the other great
outstanding scientific mysteries about our existence are now also able to be truthfully
explained--of the meaning of our existence, of the origin of our unconditionally selfless moral
instincts, and of why we humans became conscious when other animals haven't. Yes, the full
story of life on Earth can finally be told--and all of these incredible breakthroughs and insights
are presented here in this 'greatest of all books'.

The Sociology of Harry Potter
The Harry Potter series may be named after the Boy Who Lived, but if you want to know the
story, keep your eyes fixed on Severus Snape. This hook-nosed, greasy-haired, grumpy
character is one of J.K. Rowling's enduring gifts to English literature. He's the archetypal illtempered teacher: acerbic, yet horribly, deliciously funny. When he's in a scene, you can't take
your eyes off him. Snape is always the story. - From the Introduction In this examination of J.K.
Rowling's most enigmatic character, Lorrie Kim shows us how to sort through the illusions and
lies to the man who dared to spy on Voldemort. In his final moments, he asks Harry, and the
reader, to "Look at me." This book does just that.
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Maeve's Girls
Harry Potter and Beyond explores J. K. Rowling's beloved best-selling series and its virtuoso
reimagining of British literary traditions. Weaving together elements of fantasy, the school-story
novel, detective fiction, allegory, and bildungsroman, the Harry Potter novels evade simplistic
categorization as children's or fantasy literature. Because the Potter series both breaks new
ground and adheres to longstanding narrative formulas, readers can enhance their enjoyment
of these epic adventures by better understanding their place in literary history. Along with the
seven foundational novels of the Harry Potter series, Harry Potter and Beyond assesses the
extraordinary range of supplementary material concerning the young wizard and his allies,
including the films of the books, the subsequent film series of Fantastic Beasts and Where to
Find Them, the theatrical spectacle Harry Potter and the Cursed Child, and a range of other
Potter-inspired narratives. Beyond the world of Potter, Pugh surveys Rowling's literary fiction
The Casual Vacancy and her detective series featuring Cormoran Strike, written under the
pseudonym Robert Galbraith. Through this comprehensive overview of Rowling's body of work,
Pugh reveals the vast web of connections between yesteryear's stories and Rowling's vivid
creations.

Shakespeare Saved My Life
"Shakespeare Saved My Life touches on the search for meaning in life, the struggles that
complicate the path to triumph and the salvation that can be found in literature's great works
An inspiring account."—Shelf Awareness A female professor, a super maximum security
prisoner, and how Shakespeare saved them both Shakespeare professor and prison volunteer
Laura Bates thought she had seen it all. That is, until she decided to teach Shakespeare in a
place the bard had never been before — supermax solitary confinement. In this unwelcoming
place, surrounded by inmates known as the worst of the worst, is Larry Newton. A convicted
murderer with several escape attempts under his belt and a brilliantly agile mind on his
shoulders, Larry was trying to break out of prison at the same time Laura was fighting to get
her program started behind bars. What reviewers are saying about Shakespeare Saved My
Life "You don't have to be a William Shakespeare fan, a prisoner, or a prison reformer to
appreciate this uplifting book. "Shakespeare Saved My Life" also reveals many important truths
about the meaning of empathy in our dealings with others"—Finger Lake Times "Shakespeare
Saved My Life touches on the search for meaning in life, the struggles that complicate the path
to triumph and the salvation that can be found in literature's great works An inspiring
account."—Shelf Awareness "Opening the mind's prison proves enormously gratifying, not to
mention effective brave, groundbreaking work"—Publishers Weekly "An eye-opening study
reiterating the perennial power of books, self-discipline, and the Bard of Avon."—Kirkus "A
powerful testament to how Shakespeare continues to speak to contemporary readers in all
sorts of circumstances."—Booklist

Harry Potter's Bookshelf
This is the definitive text for potting, maintaining, and loving your houseplants. Just bought a
huge palm tree and not sure how to make it thrive? Pick up this book. Want to propagate a
succulent? Pick up this book. Are flies hounding your favorite fern? Pick up this book. It's the
only plant book you'll ever need again. From Lauren Camilleri and Sophia Kaplan of the Leaf
Supply nursery comes this definitive book for houseplant care. In these pages are hundreds of
botanical beauties, each photographed and explained in great detail. Every single plant
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mentioned in this book is broken down into the basics: light exposure, how to water (and/or
spray), when you need fertilizer, when you don't need fertilizer, and more From your Monstera
deliciosa (swiss cheese plant) to your Nephrolepis biserrata (giant sword fern), this book will
give you all the tools you need to make your houseplants thrive. After all, we've all experienced
the tragedy of having a houseplant die on our watch, but now with this book, you need never
feel that pain again.

Plantopedia
AVAILABLE NOW! This unauthorized guide to the popular series by author J.K. Rowling is a
400 page companion work perfect for the curious reader who wants to know more about these
remarkable books. Extensive new commentary, which does not appear on Vander Ark's Harry
Potter Lexicon website (www.hp-lexicon.org) adds to the fun of reading this reference work.
"Steve Vander Ark's Harry Potter Lexicon website is visited by more than 25 million visitors
annually," said RDR Books publisher Roger Rapoport. "For years fans who have seen the
author keynote major academic conferences on the Harry Potter novels, including Sectus in
London, Patronus in Copenhagen, Lumos in Las Vegas and Prophecy in Toronto, have been
asking him to write an original companion work on this wonderful series. This book offers
fascinating analysis, new insights and a deep appreciation of Rowling's work. " The Lexicon
will be available nationally through bookstores and other retail outlets, online shops and the
publisher's website www.rdrbooks.com. This new and different book has a new focus and
purpose, mindful of the guidelines of the court. Vander Ark, who has read the Potter novels
many times, has been interviewed by the BBC, the Today Show, the New York Times, Time
Magazine, the Associated Press, the New Yorker, the London Times, the Guardian. His
interview for an A& E television special on the series appears as part of the extra section on
the DVD edition of Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix. A former school media specialist
living in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Vander Ark has been honored by fans of the series who
appreciate his insights into the Potter books. The Association for Library Services for Children,
a division of the American Library Association, has named the Lexicon website one 15 "Great
Web Sites For Kids." It has also been named a USA Today Hot Site.

Harry Potter: The Broom Collection
#1 Bestselling and award winning children s author, Benji Bennett, creates a new kind of
bedtime reading experience that helps parents express their love for their children at the end of
each day. Award winning Before You Sleep stands out from all books in its genre as inspired
Benji, through his unique style and unrivalled talent, creates an emotional and lasting bond
between the reader and the child. Powerful verse and Imaginative illustrations by Roxanne
Burchartz, of Oscar Nominated Cartoon Saloon, depict a parent and child sharing magical
adventures together filled with love affection. A pull off the shelf favourite for all children and
parents at bedtime, Before you Sleep makes it US Publication debut on October 5th 2016.
Proceeds from the sale of Before you Sleep go to Paul Newman founded Barretstown, a hole
in the wall camp for sick children."

Make Your Own Puppets
Philosophers and psychologists have explored the Harry Potter stories through the lenses of
their disciplines, now it's time for sociologists. In the twenty-two chapters of The Sociology of
Harry Potter, social scientists from eight countries cast theirimaginations on the wizarding
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world. From standard topics such as inequality and identity to more contemporary topics such
as technology and trauma memory, this essay collection analyzes, not J. K. Rowling's books
as fiction, but her wizarding world as a "real" society. The Hogwarts house system, Quidditch,
internet fan fiction and the lives of our favorite witches and wizards are explored in reference to
sociological theories and concepts. Fans of these bestselling books will gain insights into the
world of Harry Potter as well as sociology. Sociologists and their students will be intrigued to
see everyday tools of the trade workingmagic in another universe. "Even after so much
scholarship on Harry Potter, this collection offers something delightfully new, plunging us into
the inner workings of the wizarding world as if we're truly a part of it. By letting the experts
loose, The Sociology of HarryPotterreveals the cause of Snape's antagonism, Voldemort's
secret sexual shame, the reason our world needs Death Eaters, the true power of pets, and so
much more. A brilliant anthology not to be missed " Valerie Estelle Frankel editor ofTeaching
with Harry PotterandHarry Potter, Still Recruiting

Journaling as a Spiritual Practice
New York Times bestselling Harry Potter Film Wizardry was the first book to delve into the
fascinating and intriguing world of an enormously successful film franchise. The book features
interviews with cast members, including: Daniel Radcliffe (Harry Potter), Emma Watson
(Hermione Granger), Rupert Grint (Ron Weasley), and Alan Rickman (Severus Snape), as well
as exclusive behind-the-scenes stories from the producer on all eight films, David Heyman,
director David Yates, and production designer Stuart Craig. In this new, updated edition,
readers will now be able to explore all eight of the films. This revised edition will include
additional pages about the final two film installments and also feature a large blueprint of the
layout of Hogwarts and a Ministry of Magic poster warning against Death Eaters. The interior
features high-quality, close-up pictures of the props, sets, costumes, and special effects that
bring depth to Harry's world. It is loaded with never-before-seen concept art and photos from
Dumbledore's embroidered robes to the sets of Diagon Alley. The book will answer questions
such as: How was Dobby created? How was Hedwig trained? How did the filmmakers bring
the game of Quidditch to the big screen? In short: How does the movie magic happen? It will
go beyond the usual moviemaking books by offering reproductions of production memos, notes
from filmmakers, cast interviews, and fabulous bells and whistles, providing a truly interactive
reading experience.

Political Issues in J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter Series
Literary Allusion in Harry Potter builds on the world-wide enthusiasm for J. K. Rowling’s series
in order to introduce its readers to some of the great works of literature on which Rowling
draws. Harry Potter’s narrative techniques are rooted in the western literary tradition and its
allusiveness provides insight into Rowling’s fictional world. Each chapter of Literary Allusion in
Harry Potter consists of an in-depth discussion of the intersection between Harry Potter and a
canonical literary work, such as the plays of Shakespeare, the poetry of Homer, Ovid, the
Gawain-poet, Chaucer, Milton and Tennyson, and the novels of Austen, Hardy and Dickens.
This approach aims to transform the reader’s understanding of Rowling’s literary achievement
as well as to encourage the discovery of works with which they may be less familiar. The aim
of this book is to delight Potter fans with a new perspective on their favourite books while
harnessing that enthusiasm to increase their wider appreciation of literature.

Before You Sleep
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This book provides you 200+ Harry potter spells and Potions to you which will delve you into
the world of Harry potter. This is a Complete Harry potter Spell book and includes Potions so
you don't have to get into another book to learn about Potions. This book contains:200+ Harry
potter Spells and Potions.Pronunciations for each spellPotionsExtra Notes.

Harry Potter and Beyond
Professor Severus Snape, a role model? Could the bitter, sarcastic and harsh man be a good
teacher? Could he be worthy of imitation? In her mystical essays, Logospilgrim proposes that
he is. Although Professor Snape frequently chose to behave in a manner that was harmful to
him and those around him, the author believes that his virtue outweighed his weaknesses, and
that both his virtue and weaknesses are a source of wisdom and consolation to those who are
progressing along the path of devotion. He is, indeed, a symbol of true faith.

Harry Potter Spell Book with All the Spells and Potions
"I've been single for my entire life. Not one boyfriend. Not one short-term dating situation. Not
one person with whom I regularly hung out and kissed on the face." So begins Katie Heaney's
memoir of her years spent looking for love, but never quite finding it. By age 25, equipped with
a college degree, a load of friends, and a happy family life, she still has never had a
boyfriendand she's barely even been on a second date. Throughout this laugh-out-loud funny
book, you will meet Katie's loyal group of girlfriends, including flirtatious and outgoing Rylee,
the wild child to Katie's shrinking violet, as well as a whole roster of Katie's ill-fated crushes.
And you will get to know Katie herself -- a smart, modern heroine relaying truths about
everything from the subtleties of a Facebook message exchange to the fact that "Everybody
who works in a coffee shop is at least a little bit hot." Funny, relatable, and inspiring, this is a
memoir for anyone who has ever struggled to find love, but has also had a lot of fun in the
process.

The Magical Teachers of Harry Potter
This non-fiction short-form eBook features content which is adapted from the audiobook Harry
Potter: A History of Magic - inspired by the British Library exhibition of the same name. Wellknown folkloric creatures like giants, dragons and merpeople, and lesser-known beings such
as Acromantula and Hippogriffs, all play a key role in Harry Potter's journey. In the past,
naturalists and explorers travelled the globe to encounter weird and wonderful creatures that
enhanced our knowledge of the world and pushed forward the development of science.
Nevertheless, it seems part of human nature to want to believe in the unbelievable: from the
bestiaries and cabinets of curiosities of the medieval period onwards. We think that truth and
myth are easily distinguished today, but magical creatures and the stories around them
continue to fascinate us - and they are as central to the Harry Potter stories as Harry,
Hermione and Ron. This eBook short examines the colourful characters and curious incidents
of the real history of magic, and how they relate to the Hogwarts lesson subjects of Care of
Magical Creatures. The history of magic is as long as time and as wide as the world. In every
culture, in every age, in every place and, probably, in every heart, there is magic.

Into the Pensieve
'Harry Potter for Nerds' is a collection of the most exciting ideas from twelve Hogwarts
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Professors about the world's best selling books. Travis Prinzi, author of 'Harry Potter and
Imagination' and webmaster at The Hog's Head, has tapped his Potter Pundit friends in
Fandom and at better universities around the country for their insights about the literary magic
of the seven novels, from their ring composition to the symbolism of the planets, from the
Dante, Spencer, and MacDonald echoes to exploration of the meanings of magic and
technology. Profound and far-reaching as these ideas are, the essays are all written in
accessible style and tone. Serious readers of Harry Potter will delight in the conversation each
chapter offers with another lover of the Hogwarts Saga and its greater depths.

Unlocking Harry Potter
Here, the author assesses our modern book culture by focusing on five key elements including
the explosion of retail bookstores like Barnes & Noble and Borders, and the formation of the
Oprah Book Club.

Freedom
An in-depth look at Albus Dumbledore, the controversial and enigmatic Headmaster of
Hogwarts, during the years Harry Potter attended Hogwarts: what Dumbledoree knew, what he
planned, and how it (usually) went horribly wrong.

The Sopaths
Harry Potter. The name conjures up J.K. Rowling's wondrous world of magic that has captured
the imaginations of millions on both the printed page and the silver screen with bestselling
novels and blockbuster films. The true magic found in this children's fantasy series lies not only
in its appeal to people of all ages but in its connection to the greater world of classic literature.
Harry Potter's Bookshelf: The Great Books Behind the Hogwarts Adventures explores the
literary landscape of themes and genres J.K. Rowling artfully wove throughout her novels-and
the influential authors and stories that inspired her. From Jane Austen's Emma and Charles
Dickens's class struggles, through the gothic romances of Dracula and Frankenstein and the
detective mysteries of Dorothy L. Sayers, to the dramatic alchemy of C.S. Lewis, J.R.R.
Tolkien, and William Shakespeare, Rowling cast a powerful spell with the great books of
English literature that transformed the story of a young wizard into a worldwide pop culture
phenomenon.

The Storyspinner
This book takes a look at the arc of the storyline in Harry Potter, digging below the surface to
explore ethical, mythological, and religious meanings in J.K. Rowling's best-selling series. Why
do we find ourselves so intrigued with the tale of Harry Potter? Many of the millions who
passionately read the Harry Potter series found they could relate to the details, dreams, and
fears of Harry's life. From a phoenix that dies and rises again to Dumbledore, a character who
appears in a realm beyond death, there can be little doubt that Rowling's story delves into
profound themes and ideas. She tackles issues of grief, responsibility, individual excellence,
and heroism in the face of violence and corruption. This philosophical analysis shows that if, in
fact, we do find ourselves reflected in Harry's story, then we may also find that our destiny and
individual potential resonates with his as well.
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The Unofficial Harry Potter Character Compendium
From Harry, himself, to Sir Cadogan, the living portrait, this massive tome details every
character created by J.K. Rowling and appearing in the official Harry Potter canon of books,
movies and plays. Each entry will highlight one character, with some entries making up a half
page, while others might take up a full spread. Readers will find details of when the character
was first mentioned, appearance, wizard school, house, patronus, wand, related family
members, skills and achievements, personal history and more! With more than 700 characters
included, this book is packed from cover to cover. The book will also include genealogical
charts and family trees for the major characters, world maps detailing important locations,
homes and schools, as well as charts detailing alliances between characters. The content is
compiled by the editors of Mugglenet.com, the world’s #1 Harry Potter fan site, which has
millions of followers.

Never Have I Ever
"Special Circumstances" - These words have sent chills down Tally's spine since her days as a
rebellious Ugly. Back then Specials were a sinister rumour - frighteningly beautiful,
dangerously strong, breathtakingly fast. Ordinary pretties might live their whole lives without
meeting a Special. But Tally's never been ordinary… Now she's been turned into one of them: a
superamped fighting machine, engineered to keep the Uglies down and the Pretties stupid.
The strength, the speed, and the clarity and focus of her thinking feel better than anything Tally
can remember… most of the time. One tiny corner of her heart still remembers something more.
Still, it's easy to tune that out - until Tally's offered a chance to stamp out the rebels of the New
Smoke permanently. It all comes down to one last choice: carry out the mission she's
programmed to complete, or listen to that tiny, faint heartbeat telling her that something's
wrong… Either way, Tally's world will never be the same.

The Late Age of Print
Explore the mysterious and sinister Dark Arts with this collectible tiny art book featuring facts
and art from the Harry Potter films. Go behind-the-scenes of the beloved Harry Potter films and
learn all about the Dark Arts of the Wizarding World. From basic curses and jinxes to Dark
creatures like the Basilisk to the Dark Lord himself, this fascinating little book is filled with fun
facts and unique insights on the darker side of the Harry Potter films, illustrated by concept art
and unit photography from the set! One of a new line of collectible pocket-size art books on the
Harry Potter films, this book on the Dark Arts features exciting artwork and behind-the-scenes
facts in a fun, readable miniature size. Fans can choose their favorites or collect them all!

A Journey Through Charms and Defence Against the Dark Arts
Introduces the history of puppets and provides instructions for making eight different types of
puppets out of easily available materials.
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